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Woodworking solutions
Parallel Clamp, K Body®
■■

Parallel clamping with nominal 1700 lbs of force

■■

Capacities from 12" to 98"

■■

Cold drawn steel rail from Germany

■■

Easy to grip handle

■■

Precise and powerful clamping

Parallel Clamp, Vario K Body

®

■■

All the precision and power of REVO, plus more

■■

A complete parallel clamp system – mix and match

■■

Add jaws with handles, moveable fixed jaws

■■

Connect clamps together to make extra-long clamps

■■

Add accessories to do angles or create fixtures

Parallel Clamp, REVO
■■

JR
The mid-sized version of what makes the REVO great

■■

Parallel clamping with nominal 900 lbs of force

■■

Capacities from 12" to 50"

■■

Traditional wood handle

■■

Competitive price point

™

Bar Clamp, TG series, 2K handle
■■

The original professional bar clamp

■■

Steel rail from Germany

■■

Capacities from 6" to 79"

■■

Malleable cast jaws, non-slip

■■

Two component handle for easy grip

Bar Clamp, TG series, Wood handle
■■

The original professional bar clamp

■■

Steel rail from Germany

■■

Capacities from 6" to 48"

■■

Malleable cast jaws, non-slip

■■

Traditional wooden handle
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GearKlamp , GK
®

■■

Works "BIG" in a small space

■■

Handle is integrated into the rail

■■

Ideal for hard to reach clamping applications

■■

Capacities from 6" to 24"

■■

Nominal clamping force of 450 lbs

One Hand Clamp, EZS series
■■

One handed clamping or spreading

■■

Large, non-marring pressure caps

■■

German engineering

■■

Capacities from 6" to 36"

■■

Nominal clamping force of 445 lbs

One Hand, DuoKlamp®
■■

One handed clamping or spreading

■■

Large surface area for clamping

■■

Unique, handle parallel to the rail

■■

Capacities from 6" to 24"

■■

Nominal clamping force of 260 lbs

One Hand Clamp, PG series
■■

One handed clamping

■■

Large surface area for clamping

■■

Rated at 1000 lbs of clamping force

■■

Capacities of 12" and 24"

■■

All steel rail, professional grade

EHK Trigger Clamp
■■

One handed clamping or spreading

■■

Large, non-marring pressure caps

■■

Up to 600 lbs. of potential clamping force

■■

Easy release mechanism

■■

Capacities from 4 1⁄2" to 50"
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Clutch Clamp, GSCC series
■■

Clutch style bar clamp

■■

Competitively priced DIY bar clamp

■■

Non-marring plastic caps

■■

Easy to grip 2K handle

■■

Capacities from 6" to 36"

Clutch Clamp, DHBC series
■■

Double headed clutch style bar clamp

■■

Competitively priced DIY bar clamp

■■

Non-marring plastic caps

■■

Easy to grip, wood handle

■■

Capacities from 12" to 36"

Strap Clamp, VAS series
■■

Professional grade strap clamp

■■

Up to 23 feet of reinforced strapping

■■

Integrated coiling mechanism

■■

Practical vario corners

■■

Easy to grip, 2 component handle

Angle and Miter Clamps, WS-3+2K and WS-1
■■

90 degree clamping

■■

For clamping angles and miters or butt joints

■■

Sturdy die-cast frames

■■

Variable jaws allow for clamping flexibility

■■

Easy to grip, 2 component handle (WS-3+2K)

Lever Clamp, KliKlamp®
■■

Light duty lever clamp

■■

Sturdy magnesium arm

■■

Vibration resistant lever mechanism

■■

Easy release mechanism

■■

Five times (5x) faster than a bar clamp
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Pipe Clamp, PC34-2 series
■■

Traditionally styled pipe clamp

■■

½" and ¾" versions available

■■

Extra high base to save knuckles

■■

Smooth ACME spindle

■■

Broad foot assembly for balance

Pipe Clamp, BPC-H34 series
■■

H Series styled pipe clamp

■■

½" and ¾" versions available

■■

Extra high, 2 footed based to save knuckles

■■

Smooth ACME spindle

■■

Broad foot assembly for balance

Variable Spring Clamp, XV5-100
■■

Variable spring clamps from BESSEY

■■

Variable pressure and range of opening

■■

Ergonomic, 2 component handles

■■

Soft, pivoting, non-marring tips

■■

One of a broad series of plastic spring clamps

Ratcheting Spring Clamp, XCRG
■■

Ratcheting spring clamps

■■

Heavy duty resin construction

■■

Rapid action for quick set up

■■

Large opening for quick set up

■■

Quick release mechanism

Steel Spring Clamp, XM3
■■

Sizes available are 1 , 2, 3 and 4 In

■■

Available ; spring clamps with tips and handles

■■

Available; spring clamps with no tips or handles

■■

Available; black spring clamps with tips and handles

■■

Heavy duty spring for quick set up

